Many a hot and tired golfer has found comfort under the spreading branches of a large tree during a round of golf and then at the end of play, enjoyed from the clubhouse the view of a beautiful tree laden landscape. From the standpoint of scenery the picture may be superb but from the standpoint of turf maintenance we should examine the situation more thoroughly.

Although they are different types of plants, trees and grass require many of the same environmental factors and quite often they compete with each other for the same elements of their environment. If left to grow naturally over a period of years, trees would be the resulting climatic vegetation of the landscape in a large part of the world. Because of this tendency for grass to come out second best in competition with trees, special maintenance practices are required to make them more compatible in turf areas.

Prune Tree Roots

Quite often trees are removed or thinned to allow more sunlight to fall on the grass and improve air circulation in tight areas. These are drastic measures which should only be considered as a last resort when all else has failed. A much better approach to the problem would be to prune the tree roots. This action will substantially reduce the competition between grass and tree roots and will leave the appearance of the course essentially the same above ground as before. It is also possible that this treatment will be all that is needed to bring the grass on.

Approximately 10% of the wood mass of a tree is found underground in the form of roots. From this figure and considering the minute size of most feeder roots it is possible to better appreciate the intricate maze of roots produced by the average tree. These roots move out into the soil, sometimes many feet beyond the branch spread of the tree and coalesce into an extensive system which robs the grass roots of moisture and nutrients.

One authority estimates that an average tree may use 80 gallons of water a day and a sizable oak may use as much as 28,000 gallons of water during one growing season. The effects of such competition are certainly evi-
dent in turf areas and must be corrected in order to grow healthy grass. Our choice of corrective measures will be determined by whether we shall try to supply the needs of both trees and grass without disturbing their root systems or whether we prune tree roots and eliminate the source of the problem. Since judicious root pruning of trees seldom, if ever, causes damage to the tree this would seem to be the wise choice. In some ways the tree may even benefit from the pruning operation by being forced to forage deeper into the earth in search of food and water. As the roots increase their growth downward the tree becomes better anchored against wind damage and more able to withstand drought periods which dry out the surface layers of the soil.

**Special Attention Required**

Nearly everyone is familiar with the problems that exist when roots from nearby trees extend themselves into a golf green. The grass is weak and off color and needs to be watered and fed more frequently than the remainder of the green. These unsightly areas require special attention and seldom, if ever, look as good as the rest of the green regardless of how much attention they receive. More often than not, the cause of localized dry spots or those places where, mysteriously, the grass just will not grow can be attributed to tree roots.

Tree roots cause or add to many unfavorable conditions related to the growth of turf. As the grass is weakened by competition, effects of traffic become more severe and the soil is left bare, providing an excellent opportunity for weeds to encroach or algae to take over. Where the turf is unthrifty it may also be more susceptible to disease. As the cover thins out, soil temperatures rise and the grass is more subject to scald when excess water is applied or to desiccation from increased transpiration and evaporation when underwatered. Generally speaking, each of these undesirable factors contributes to the development of all of the others. We can hardly expect grass to grow well under these conditions.

**Methods to Consider**

To control root growth of trees at least three mechanical methods should be considered. The effectiveness of these methods will depend on the species of the tree, soil and climatic conditions, and the control method used, but each procedure may be modified to fit the existing needs.

1. **Ditching and edging.** Trenches dug to a depth of one foot are sufficient to eliminate surface feeder roots. These trenches may be dug with a
hand tool or with the aid of a ditch digging machine. Before replacing the soil one side of the trench is lined with tin or some other type of sheet metal, polyethylene, or several thicknesses of a good grade of roofing paper. This type of control may last as little as two years or as much as ten years or longer.

2. Ditching and backfilling. In this method, a narrow trench is dug and then backfilled with fresh cinders of coarse crushed rock. In the case of cinders, the sulfuric acid contained in fresh cinders will keep out new roots for almost the same period of time as the less permanent types of edging under similar conditions. Where coarse crushed rock is used, a condition of severe layering is set up and new roots are reluctant to penetrate the large, dry air spaces between the rock particles.

3. Slicing of roots by dragging a special blade through the soil. This method was developed by Mr. James Haines, Superintendent of Grounds at the Denver Country Club. Root pruning in this manner must be done frequently for good control but the method is relatively inexpensive and fast. All turf areas on an average size 18-hole golf course can be root pruned in one day without interfering with surface playing conditions.

There are doubtless many mechanical and chemical methods of controlling tree roots other than the three mentioned here but each requires an expenditure of time, effort and money and, short of removing the tree, is only a temporary measure. Ultimately, the time to arrange for control of tree roots is in the planning stage.

Much of the problem could be eliminated by selection and placement of trees in strategic locations. It is hard to conceive of any tree not sending out some feeder roots into the surrounding soil but it would be wise to avoid the use in critical areas of trees such as cottonwoods, willows, maples, elms, poplars, and eucalyptus, which are notorious for their massive system of feeder roots. By selected deeper rooted trees and placing them well away from critical areas we automatically and permanently eliminate the tree root problem.
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The successful development of a winter turfgrass on dormant bermudagrass depends on the grass or grasses used, date of seeding, watering, and cultural method. In this paper we discuss the results from an experiment on date and method of overseeding cool season grasses on bermudagrass greens. The experiment was conducted at the James River Golf Course of the Country Club of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Methods of Seeding

Areas were prepared for overseeding on September 14 and October 4, 1962 on a 4,000 sq. ft. Tifgreen putting green. The seedbed preparation treatments were: (1) undisturbed bermudagrass turf, (2) moderate to heavy vertical mowing, (3) aerifying, and (4) topdressing with ¼ cu. yd. per 1000 sq. ft. of a “topdressing” soil after seeding. These methods were used alone and in combination as shown in Fig. 1. All plots were overseeded separately with 20 lbs. of Penn lawn creeping red fescue* and 50 lbs. of common ryegrass per 1000 sq. ft. The seed-

* Better winter turf was obtained when Pennlawn was seeded at 30ib/1000 sq. ft. See U. S. G. A. Journal and Turf Management. Vol. XIV, No. 5, 8-p. 1961.
The overseedings made in early October gave better turf cover than the overseedings made in mid-September (Fig. 2). Comparison of the density estimation of grasses sown at different dates (Fig. 2) shows that this later seeding date gave greater cover especially in the late fall and winter months. The average January turf cover of plots overseeded in mid-September was 55%; the early October overseedings averaged 64%. Therefore, it may be concluded that the younger seedlings appeared more capable of tolerating cold weather than the older seedlings.

The proper time to overseed will differ with location, depending on latitude and altitude. However, the data compiled from this experiment indicate that overseeding on Bermuda should begin when soil temperatures start to decline.

The preparation of Bermuda putting greens for overseeding drastically influenced the quality of winter turf. Both creeping red fescue and common ryegrass turf quality was similarly affected by the various seedbed preparations (Fig. 3). Turf density was increased proportionally to the degree of soil-seed contact. Overseeded plots that received no seedbed preparation averaged only 45% winter turf cover for creeping red fescue and 25% for ryegrass. Both
topdressing and vertical mowing increased winter turf cover. However, the best turf for the entire season occurred on plots that received the combination treatment of vertical mowing and topdressing. These plots averaged 73% cover for ryegrass and 82% for Pennlawn.

Hollow tonged aerification at time of overseeding did not increase winter turf quality (Fig. 3). This may be attributed to the fact that the seeds tended to collect in the aerifier holes and cause spotted stands upon germination.

It may be concluded that method of preparation and time of overseeding greatly influenced winter turf quality on Bermuda putting greens. There is also an indication that Pennlawn creeping red fescue under the condition of this experiment was superior to common ryegrass for winter turf, especially during the spring transition to Bermuda.

For best results overseeding of cool season grasses on bermudagrass should be scheduled when soil temperatures start to decline. Immediately prior to the overseeding operation the Bermuda sod should be vertically mowed moderately heavy. After seeding, the seed should be covered with soil topdressing and water applied frequently to insure adequate moisture for seed germination and seeding development.

**FIGURE 3**

- **N** No preparation - seed sown on undisturbed Bermuda
- **T** 1/4 cu. yd. soil top dressing after seeding
- **V** Vertical mowing (2x) prior to seeding
- **A** Aerification
- □ Pennlawn @ 20 lbs./1000 sq. ft.
- □ Common ryegrass @ 50 lbs./1000 sq. ft.